
So, I hope you don’t mind __________________________________________but,

You’re Fired!

One Free Diagnostic session with

Dr Fritz Heckler from
The Institute for the Seriously Bewildered

This is to advise that as of _____________ your friendship with me _________________________
(insert date here)

has been terminated, discharged, voided, made redundant for the following reasons (tick applicable)

You don’t appreciate what I have done/do for you
You grumble about everything more than I do
You sponge coffee off me all the time
The only health issue you don’t have is hypochondria
You wont stop talking/leave me alone/calling me
You leave me alone/don’t talk to me/never call me
You no longer fit into my social circle
You are just too good looking
You make poor choices when you are drunk
You are not fulfilling my laughter quota
I have too many friends, I am de-cluttering and you didn’t make the cut
You have halitosis, BO or a bad choice of perfume/after shave
We can’t agree on politics/religion/anything
Other
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

(circle)

(specify below in words of no more than two syllables)

and completion of a probationary period of _______ hours/days/weeks/months/years

if you can provide evidence that:

(Circle)

You can apply for reinstatement on payment of $________ (insert renewal application fee here)

You have made reparations related to the above reasons and/or
You have made new friends that I might like to socialise with and/or
You have inherited a shipload of money or won the lottery.

Fear not, it’s not all bad news. This is also a voucher for:

(insert ex-friends name here)

Bringing this form with you to Dr Fritz. It will save a lot of diagnostic time,
allow more time for treatment and I will get a referral fee from DR Fritz.

I realise that we have been friends for _____ hours/days/weeks/months/years (circle)

Official Notification

(your name - leave blank if you want to confuse them)

valued at $726.00

www.fritzheckler.com   fritz@fritzheckler.com     0411 620 851


